GOING WILD
Today more than ever, as our souls thirst for new life experiences, we
must escape to a place where we are able to be passionate, creative and
adventurous. It is in nature that we are able to give voice to the wildness
within and live life to its fullest.
Come away with us and escape to the freedom of wildness in the savage
beauty of felt and other precious natural materials, crafted into the
timeless artifacts. Nowadays it is not only a luxury, but also a challenge to
maintain your authentically vibrant personality. We call to celebrate the
art of being yourself!
All we ever wanted is to be the best in what we do. We craved for
encounters to gain new experiences and mastered new skills. We have
opened for the endless horizons in order to live fully, half savage and
hardy. Moreover, it allows staying alive yourself: when you live side by
side with nature and believe in its unfailing grace, then nature will allow
you to glimpse its treasures – just be curious enough to see.
We inherited wild intuition from our wise ancestors, who explored the
meaning of life in harmony with the natural world. We strive to be the
digni ed descendants, replicating the ancient ornaments with respect.
We seek the quality of life through the design, which is not only about
aesthetics, but about functionality as well.
Explore the adventures of life with us. Immerse yourself in the wild
beauty of Tumar's colors and textures!
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Natural material.
The pure colors of nature.
Willingness to be less than perfect.
Willingness to commit to who you truly are.
All of these can create unusual outcomes.
After the long travel through time and space, we desire to return to the places
where we were most happy. It is the details of a favorite view, a favorite smell,
favorite window, favorite carpet that comprise our memories. We hope that all
we create will accompany you on your journey.
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Shyrdak carpet City map

Sh-141.1
size: 93õ168

Shyrdak carpet City map
Sh-141.2
size: 93õ168
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Dish
Ð-251
size: 24õ13,5õ6

Shyrdak carpet Intervention
Sh-143.2
size: 146õ146

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 c
size: 35-45
Shyrdak carpet Intervention
Sh-143.1
size: 146õ146

Dish
Ð-251
size: 24õ13,5õ6
Shyrdak carpet Intervention
Sh-143.2
size: 146õ146
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Candleholder
L -132
size: 9,5õ7õ2
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Seat pad River
AkS-17.4
size: 37õ40

Ala-qiyiz carpet River
Ak-91.2
size: 100õ145

Seat pad River
AkS-17.3
size: 39õ42

Seat pad River
AkS-17.2
size: 42õ44

Ala-qiyiz carpet River
Ak-91.1
size: 100õ145

Seat pad River
AkS-17.1
size: 44õ44
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Slippers (plain)
Slak-116.2.2 b
size: 35-45

Slippers (plain)
Slak-116.2.2 a
size: 35-45

Slippers (plain)
Slak-116.2.2 c
size: 35-45
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Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.1
size d:25 c:19

Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.2
size d:20,5 c:16

Hot stand
Ñàê-36.3 a
size: 10,5õ9,5õ0,6

Hot stand
Ñàê-36.4 b
size: 10,5õ9,5õ0,6

Hot stand
Ñàê-35.2 a
size: 15õ14õ0,7

Hot stand
Ñàê-35.4 b
size: 15õ14õ0,7

Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.3
size d:16,5 c:14

Color variations

Runner
Cak-37.1 b
size: 21õ152
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Hot stand
Ñàê-34.1 a
size: 18x17õ0,7

Hot stand
Ñàê-34.2 a
size: 18x17õ0,7
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Dish
Cak-41.1
size: 25õ23õ5
Pillow case
Pak-74.2
size: 46õ46

We strive to create moments, not
objects for people.
We treat our crafts as human
experiences.
That is when the ordinary
becomes extraordinary.

Dish
Cak-41.3
size: 17õ15,5õ4

Dish
Cak-41.2
size: 22õ18,5õ4

Pillow case with relief ornament
Pak-72.1
size: 46õ46

Pillow case
Pak-74.1
size: 46õ46

Ceramic mug in felt cover
T-100
size d:8,5 c:8

Ceramic mug in felt cover
T-101
size d:8 c:8

Dish with a circle protuberance
Cak-38.1
size: 21õ20õ7

The wild and unrestrained
character of nature can actually
provide a feeling of warmth and
ease. Because within us all is a
wild thing.
Candleholder
L-131
size: 11,5õ11õ2,5

Dish with a trefoil protuberance
Cak-39.1
size: 24õ22õ6

Dish with four bumps
Cak-40.1
size: 23,5õ22õ4
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Wall pockets Swallow’s nest
Pak-65.1 b
size: 57x17x7

Wall pockets Swallow’s nest
Pak-68.1 a
size: 20x14x7

Color variations

Carpet with relief ornaments Old Town
Ak-90.1
size: 100õ150

Wall pockets Swallow’s nest
Pak-66.1 b
size: 43x17x8

Wall pockets Swallow’s nest
Pak-67.1 a
size: 43x14x6

Wall pockets Swallow’s nest
Pak-69.1 b
size: 25x11x7

Carpet with relief ornaments Old Town
Ak-90.2
size: 100õ150

Elongated cat hole with two outs
Tak-225.1
size: 64x32x14

Cat hole with two outs
Tak-227.1
size: 53x33x20
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Cat hole with one out
Tak-226.1
size: 32x35x33
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Ceramic mug in felt cover
T-102
size d:7 c:8

Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.2
size d:20,5 c:16
Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.1
size d:25 c:19

Spoons with wooden handles
T-419
size width: 2-4cm, length: 15-19cm
Dish
Ð-253
size: 22,5õ8õ4

Dish
Ð-254
size: 20õ8õ4
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Container with a wooden lid
Ñàê-33.3
size d:16,5 c:14

Dish with four bumps
Cak-40.1
size: 23,5õ22õ4
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Coverlet Branches
Pak-77.1
size: 155 õ 220

Pillow case with relief ornament
Pak-71.1
size: 46õ46
Pillow case
Pak-73.1
size: 46õ46

Coverlet Branches
Pak-77.1
size: 155 õ 220

Textured seat pad
AkS-18.1
size: 40 õ 40

Ceramic mug in felt cover
T-102
size d:7 c:8

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 b
size: 35-45
Textured felt rug
Ak-92.1
size: 100 õ 170
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Textured felt rug
Ak-92.1
size: 100 õ 170
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Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.2 c
size: 180õ40

Bag
Bak-134.1 a
size: 56õ33õ9

Shyrdak carpet Undersea world
Sh-142.1
size: 97õ142

Shyrdak pillow case Undersea world
ShP-15.2
size: 48õ48

Shyrdak pillow case Undersea world
ShP-15.1
size: 48õ48

Shyrdak carpet

19 Undersea world
Sh-142.2
size: 97õ142

Low back slippers
Slak-115.2.2 b
size: 35-45

Low back slippers
Slak-115.2.2 c
size: 35-45

Low back slippers
Slak-115.2.2 a
size: 35-45
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Bracelet with unbleached calico
Clak-143.1 a
size d:7,5 ñ:7

Bracelet with unbleached calico
Clak-143.1 b
size d:7,5 ñ:7

Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.1 c
size: 180õ40

We appreciate simplicity,
innocence and
straightforwardness
of nature.
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Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.2 a
size: 180õ40
Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.1 a
size: 180õ40

Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.1 b
size: 180õ40

Necklace Tooth
Clak-141.1 a
size d:25 length
unfolded: 83ñm

Necklace Droplet
Clak-140.1 b
size d:21 length
unfolded: 78cm

Necklace Coral Reef
Clak-139.1 a
size d:32

Necklace Rings
Clak-142.1 b
size: length
unfolded: 85ñm

Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.2 b
size: 180õ40

Necklace Grid
Clak-136.1 a
size d:23

Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.2 c
size: 180õ40
Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.2 d
size: 180õ40

Clak-139.1 b

Clak-141.1 b
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Clak-142.1 à

Clak-140.1 a

Clak-136.1 b

Female scarf Graphics
Scs-26.1 d
size: 180õ40
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Spaces have voices. Objects have
voices. Stillness and even silence
have voices. The volume of a
whisper is louder than a
thunderstorm – too loud for
human ears – heard only by the
heart. We speak to your heart in
silence, through the bers of felt.
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Coverlet Wings in the Night
Pak-78.1
size: 150õ210

Coverlet Web
Pak-75.1
size: 140õ220

Coverlet Web
Pak-75.1
size: 140õ220
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Pillowcase
Pak-70.2
size: 46õ46
Pillowcase
Pak-70.1
size: 46õ46

Coverlet
Pak-81.1
size: 145õ215

Coverlet
Pak-80.1
size: 140õ200
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Poncho scarf
Scf-43.1 a
size: 195x125

Coverlet Stripes & Threads
Pak-76.1
size: 146õ220

Coverlet Two Nights
Pak-79.1
size: 150õ225

Coverlet
Pak-81.1
size: 145õ215

Pillow case with layers
Pak-56.1
size: 46õ46
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Coverlet
Pak-80.1
size: 140õ200

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 a
size: 35-45

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 a
size: 35-45

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 c
size: 35-45

Ankle slippers
Slak-114.2.2 b
size: 35-45
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To create harmony, we
combined the beauty of
humanity and the grace
of nature. Our inspiration
has become a 'human
animal' – which is as
powerful but fragile. Her
clothing re ects a
character. Her desire is a
wing. Decision is a

Necklace Logs
Clak-135.1 b
size d:25 harness: 18õ7

challenge. Weapon is a
soul. Heart is freedom
and freedom is life.
Envelope your world in
an adventure with felt.

Necklace Logs
Clak-135.1 a
size d:25 harness: 18õ7

Bag
Bak-134.1 b
size: 56õ33õ9

Neck-scraf
Scf-41.1 b
size Neck: 32cm
Hemline: 62cm
Length: 144cm

Scf-41.1 a
size Neck: 32cm
Hemline: 62cm
Length: 144cm
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Bracelet with bumps
Clak-146.1 a
size d:8 ñ:7

Vest-scarf
Scf-42.1 a
size: 195õ90
Bracelet with bumps
Clak-146.1 b
size d:8 ñ:7

Vest-scarf
Scf-42.1 a
size: 195õ90

Bracelet with holes
Clak-144.1 a
size d:7 ñ:7

Vest-scarf
Scf-42.1 b
size: 195õ90

Bracelet with holes
Clak-144.1 b
size d:7 ñ:7
Pencil-case
Bak-139.1 a
size: 20,5õ10õ5

Purse
Bak-140.1 a
size: 15õ9,5õ5

Clutch bag
Bak-137.1 b
size: 34õ19õ8

Bracelet with perforation
Clak-145.1 a
size d:7 ñ:7

Cosmetic bag
Bak-138.1 b
size: 27õ15õ6,5

Bracelet with perforation
Clak-145.1 b
size d:7 ñ:7

Clutch bag
Bak-137.1 a
size: 34õ19õ8
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Color variations
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Shawl Deer
Scf-36.1 a
size: 210õ62

Bag
Bak-141.1 b
size: 70õ54õ2

Bracelet with felt stitches
Clak-148.1 b
size d:7,5 ñ:7

Shawl Deer
Scf-36.1 b
size: 210õ62

Scf-36.1 a

Bag
Bak-141.1 a
size: 70õ54õ2
Bracelet with felt stitches
Clak-148.1 a
size d:7,5 ñ:7
Shawl Wolf
Scf-37.1 b
size: 225õ70

Bracelet with felt stitches
Clak-148.1 b
size d:7,5 ñ:7
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Scf-37.1 a

Shawl Horse
Scf-38.1 b
size: 225õ65
Scf-38.1 a
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Neck-scraf
Scf-41.1 a
size: Neck: 32cm
Hemline: 62cm
Length: 144cm

Bracelet with relief ornament
Clak-147.1 b
sizes d:8 ñ:7

Shawl Ragged skin of an animal
Scf-35.1 a
sizes: 210õ85
Shawl Ragged skin of an animal
Scf-35.1 b
sizes: 210õ85
Color variations
Bracelet with relief ornament
Clak-147.1 a
sizes d:8 ñ:7

Scf-43.1 à

Bag
Bak-131.1 a
sizes: 47õ42

Bag
Bak-131.1 b
sizes: 47õ42

Mitts
Mak-22.1 a
2 sizes: male
and female
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Mitts
Mak-22.1 b
2 sizes: male
and female

Poncho scarf
Scf-43.1 b
sizes: 195x125
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Con dence is the best ornament.
Simply give it a try.
Simple shapes.
Simple colors.
Simple use.
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Hat with perforation
Hak-208.1 b
sizes: 57-58, 59-60

I-Pad case with
perforation
Bak-150.1 a
sizes: 24õ17,5

Notebook case
with perforation
Bak-149.1 b
sizes: 36õ25

Business card case
with perforation
Bak-153.1 b
sizes: 9,5õ7
Bak-151.1 a
sizes: 8,5õ16

Bak-153.1 a

Mitts with perforation
Mak-23.1 a
sizes: 13õ9

Mitts with perforation
Mak-23.1 b
sizes: 13õ9

I-Phone case
with perforation
Bak-151.1 b
sizes: 8,5õ16

Bak-152.1 a

I-Phone case with perforation
Bak-151.1 b
sizes: 8,5õ16
I-Pad case with
perforation
Bak-150.1 b
sizes: 24õ17,5

Document case
with perforation
Bak-152.1 b
sizes: 13,5õ10
Notebook case
with perforation
Bak-149.1 a
sizes: 36õ25
Mak-23.1 a

Hat with perforation
Hak-208.1 a
sizes: 57-58, 59-60
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Hat with perforation
Hak-209.1 a
sizes: 57-58, 59-60

Hak-209.1 b
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Bag
Bak-136.1 a
sizes: 44õ39

Narrow shawl with stripes
Scf-39.1 a
sizes: 180x45

Bag
Bak-136.1 b
sizes: 44õ39

Narrow shawl with stripes
Scf-39.1 b
sizes: 180x45
Bag
Bak-135.1 a
sizes: 47õ38

Narrow shawl with stripes
Scf-39.1 c
sizes: 180x45
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Bag
Bak-135.1 b
sizes: 47õ38
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Ring-scarf
Scf-40.1 a
size: 73õ30

Ring-scarf
Scf-40.1 b
size: 73õ30

Hat
Hak-207.1 b
sizes: 57-58; 59-60

Hak-207.1 a

Backpack
Bak-133.1 a
size: 44õ50õ10

Ring-scarf
Scf-40.1 a
size: 73õ30

Color variations

Transformer bag
Bak-132.1 b
size: 42õ47õ10

Mitts
Mak-21.1 a
2 sizes: male
and female

Transformer bag
Bak-132.1 à
size: 42õ47õ10
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Mitts
Mak-21.1 b
2 sizes: male
and female
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Insoles
Slak-124
sizes: 35-45

We are introducing high quality insoles made from 100% natural wool and cotton. These universal insoles t women and
men's footwear. Felt insoles provide instant comfort with a massaging eﬀect on the surface and relieve stress in the arch
area. Softness of the natural material protects from scratches and abrasions of skin. Replace synthetic insoles to allow your
skin breathe and add extra warmth for your feet during adventures.
Recommendations for use and maintenance of felt items:
All the items presented in the catalogue meet safety requirements. Dyes applied in the production are safe and harmless
for health.
We recommend dry cleaning with a brush. In special cases felt items can also be hand-washed by ensuring the following
conditions: warm water no higher than 35 °С, using soap. Otherwise, the item may decrease in size under the in uence of
hot water or high mechanical pressure. It is recommended to give a form to the item and dry in shade after washing a felt
product.
You may notice pellets on the surface of items after the rst use. Once removed by hand, pellets will not appear again.
We are interested in improving the quality of our products. We will be glad to accept your comments and recommendations
by email: tumar@tumar.com
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